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This newsletter is published as often as there is enough material for six pages. Contributions are always accepted.
FOLLOW UP FROM EARLIER NEWSLETTERS. Newsletter No. 32 had illustrated a cover mailed to Denmark via
the British Post Office and Hamburg, and somewhere in transit a “Franco” mark was added. Frank Banke emailed
that this mark was used at the Hamburg Stadt Post Amt.
The last newsletter included an article submitted by Bernd Stein that described the research being done to determine
the plating of the 10 cents print 6b. Only 250 sheets were printed, and his group had identified almost 70 individual
stamps.
He asked that any member who had a 10 cent stamp from print 6 to please scan and forward them to him for study. I
had sent him scans of about six stamps and one cover, and plated them all. Several were identified as being print 5,
but the cover was a print 6b.
He did not get a single response from this Study group! He later published a similar paper in a German magazine
and also got zero response. He has since examined an additional 26 stamps and determined 9 more frame cliché
positions, but is still searching for more stamps.
Rare Christiansted Postage Due marking. The left cover is from a Posthorn Nov. 1996 article by John DuBois
that illustrated four 3 cent postal envelopes from Christiansted that had two different circled “T” postage due marks.
The first, 14 mm diameter, was canceled 5/10/1891, and the other three had 18 mm diameter marks and were
canceled 26/10/1895, 6/11/1895 and 21/10/1895. Two were sent to Denmark, and all three examples reside in a
single collection.
Are there any more known covers with these rare “T” handstamps?
The Christiansted Post Office resumed using the regular circled “T” handstamp at least in 1896.
The two covers below were both double weight (16-30 grams) and should have had 6 cents postage, and since they
were deficient, were marked “4” cents postage due. John DuBois showed a third cover also marked “4” cent due,
and he made the comment “The due rates don’t seem to make sense”.

Maybe they do, and this would be an explanation.
UPU rules specified that the postage due should be double the deficient postage, so a logical expectation is that
these letters should have been marked “6” cents due. However, UPU rules were mostly intended for foreign mail,
and these letters are local/domestic. In 1856 the post office published the postal regulations, and letters could be
pre-paid with a 3 cent stamp (franco letters) or sent without pre-payment with four cents due at delivery (porto letters).
These postal envelopes were likely dropped in letter boxes, and the post office determined they were double weight,
and using the domestic postal regulations from 1856 since they did not have six cents postage, they were assessed
an additional four cents postage due.
International Reply Coupon Update. Willy Lauth stated in a December 2011 article in the Dansk Posthistorisk
Tidsskrift that the Danish Post & Tele Museum has three copies from the Danish West Indies in its collection.
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Early Kingshill Cancels on Kings Head Stamps. An inquiry made in October 2011 asked Study
Group members to check for the earliest Kingshill cancel on King Frederik VIII stamps, and also
asked what bit denominations were used at Kingshill. Several responses were received including
one that showed the Thomas Høiland auction house had sold two stamps canceled December 1909.
The stamps denominations seen with Kingshill cancels were 5, 10, 15, 25 and 50 bit, so it seems
probable that Kingshill had all eight stamp denominations. There was also one 1 franc stamp
canceled at Kingshill.
Small Envelopes having a Single Franc Denomination Stamp. In September the Dr. Steven J. Berlin collection of
DWI postal history was auctioned by Matthew Bennett, and the sale totaled about $134,000 and several very
expensive covers were not sold. The St. Thomas Harbor stamps were represented in three covers, each registered,
and each having either a single 1 franc, single 2 franc and single 5 franc stamp. The selling prices were $140, $250
and $475 respectively (Plus 15% commission).
It is worthwhile to review the postal rates in effect when these stamps were on sale and in use. The registration fee
was a constant 25 bit from 1905 to 1917.
From April 1905 to May 1, 1907: 40 bit for the first 15 g plus an additional 40 bit per 15 g. It is impossible
for a registered letter being correctly franked with a single franc stamp of any denomination.
From May 1, 1907 to December 31, 1909: To Denmark, 25 bit first 15 g plus an additional 25 bit per 15 g.
From Oct. 1, 1907 to December 31, 1909: Same rate to countries within 1500 miles. This includes the
USA.
Registered 1 franc letter could hold as much as 60 g; Registered 2 franc letter could hold as much as 140 g;
Registered 5 franc letter could hold as much as 380 g.
From January 1, 1910 to Sept. 30, 1917: All UPU countries 25 bit first 20 g plus 15 bit per additional 20.
Registered 1 franc letter not possible; Registered 2 franc letters could hold as much as 220 g (Half a
pound); Registered 5 franc letters could hold as much as 620 g(1.35 pound)
You do not need a scale to visualize these weight limits. One lbs equals 454 grams, and a single US dollar bill
weights almost 1 g. Fifty dollar bills measure 6 mm thick (1/4 inch). A cover having a single stamp with a franc
denomination should show wear from carrying such dimensions and weights. High-priced philatelic covers will not,
and there are more philatelic covers than commercial.
Here is a rare cover with the red Dos Reales stamp used on mail from St. Thomas. It is in a Danish Collection.
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Danish West Indies Exhibits, 2011. Willy Lauth won a gold medal at Hofi, the Danish National Exhibition in
Horsens, Denmark for his 16 frame exhibit of DWI Stationery. This is an outstanding collection, and he has donated
a DVD copy to the Scandinavian Collectors Club Library, and interested collectors should borrow it. He has material
that cannot be duplicated, including a recently discovered 6 cents postal card proof. He has blended the Engstrom
numbering system with Svend Seitzberg’s postal card research, and expanded the watermarks varieties. He also won
a gold medal for his Danish International Reply Coupon collection, and a copy of this exhibit has also been to the
SCC Library. There is a lot to be learned about IRC by studying this collection even if the write-up is Danish. Both
of these exhibits can be checked out on loan.

Willy Lauth is interested in locating early Danish IRP’s used in Iceland.
The SCC participated at the Minnesota Stamp Expo held in July 2011 in Minneapolis, and two single-frame exhibits
won gold. Mark Lorenten’s exhibit was Mail from the Danish West Indies to Denmark and the United Kingdom, and
Arnold Sorensen’s exhibit was The Danish West Indies Bisected 4-cent Stamp Usage in 1903. This exhibit also
received the SCC John Sieverts Award for the best single-frame exhibit, and the Victor Engstrom Award for research.
It also received the Single-frame Grand Award, and was shown January 27-29, 2012 at the American Stamp Expo in
Atlanta.
Old DWI Study Group Newsletters 1-29 Written by Dr. Roger Schnell and John Dubois. These have all been
scanned, and collectively are almost 200 pages. They are all black-and-white, and are third generation photocopies.
Danish West Indies Postage Stamps and Post Office Markings 1856-1917. This book is now complete. It is
94 pages (8.5 x 11 inches) and written in Word format with the illustrations in color. It was written during the past two
years, and several friends reviewed sections of it and provided recommendations. A few copies will be printed for
philatelic libraries, but otherwise it is only available in electronic format. The Danish Post & Tele Museum owns
several classic stamp covers canceled Kingshill and St. Jan that were donated to the museum by G. A. Hagemann,
and they are, with the Museum’s permission, illustrated in Chapter 1. Other than a few covers the illustrations
emphasize stamps rather than covers.
The book is not a second addition of Engstom’s DWI Mails Volume 2, and does not provide the extensive illustrations
for plating of individual stamps, and also skips the multiple overprinting varieties of the 1895 and 1902 St. Thomas
provisional. References are instead given where detailed illustrations can be located.
The electronic format greatly reduces production and mailing costs, and as a result the cost is $20.00 for delivery
within the USA, and $23.00 for overseas delivery. The DVD will include the DWI Study Group newsletters 1-29.
The book can be ordered from Arnold Sorensen at valbydwi@hotmail.com with payment by check or paypal.
The newsletters can be ordered separately for $3 within the USA and $5 for overseas delivery.
FRANCO Cancel Revisited. Newsletter 31 illustrated the boxed FRANCO cancel, and included a list of covers
having this mark. Earlier this year a very fine cover with this mark sold at auction for more than $1,500. During the
last several years I have slowly formed an opinion about this cancel that is contrary to common belief, and this cover
owned by Gunnar Losham is used to support the argument.
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It is one of the rare single 7 cents stamp first class letters for mail to Germany and Denmark carried on
German packet ships. There may be as few as six known covers having a single 7 cents stamp. It is also one of the
earliest known covers having a bi-colored stamp. This special rate was introduced in 1872 and resulted in the
printing of the blue 4 cents stamp issued in 1873, and the yellow 7 cents stamp shown here was printed specifically in
1874 for this rate.
Here is the problem. The 1856 DWI Postal Regulations included the following statement: “Letters and
packages marked ‘free’ ‘paid’ or ‘franco’ cannot be franked by post-stamps”. This can be found in the lower left
corner of page 17-6 in The DWI Mails Volume 3. This is one of very few FRANCO covers having a DWI stamp, and if
the FRANCO marking is accepted as an official post office mark, we would have to believe that when the cover and
seven cents were presented to the post office clerk, he first stamped it FRANCO and licked and affixed the stamp.
Why would he mark it FRANCO and then lick a stamp?
It has never been claimed that it was guaranteed to be a St. Thomas Post ffice cancel; DWI Mails Volume 3
states “It is likely that it was a St. Thomas marking”. If it was not used at the post office it may instead have been
used privately by a mail forwarder. Mail forwarders handled foreign mail that could be sent either collect or prepaid
with stamps. When clients dropped off letters at the forwarding office, the marking was used to show that a
prepayment had been made, and when the mail was taken to the St. Thomas Post Office, he knew he had to
purchase a stamp for any letter having FRANCO mark.

Double Printed King Christian IX 10 bit Postal Card. Here
is another contribution from Svend Seitzberg. It is a Double
Print King Christian IX 10 bit postal card, and the only one he
has seen.
A magnified view of the value imprint shows a slight vertical
shift.
The total printing was 14,000 copies, and since postal cards
were printed in a small sheet it may be possible to find more
copies.
It is canceled Frederiksted 2.12.1905 (Also St. Thomas
3.12.1905) and that may be a clue to look for similar cancel
dates.

Anglo-French Accounting Marks Used by Mistake on DWI Mail Sent via the English Post Office on St.
Thomas. The British Post Office in Charlotte Amalie handled as much as 10,000 letters per month, and the great
majority was mailed without prepayment. Many letters were in closed bags, and others were sent as loose ship
letters. Letters mailed without prepayment were marked according to the fees the foreign postal services owed to the
British Post Office, and this was done at the London Foreign Office. Mail received from St. Thomas included mail
from all over the Caribbean area and South and Central America, and many different accounting marks were used.
Sometimes mistakes were made, and the wrong accounting marks were used. Three different wrongly used
markings are shown here.
The bold T / 1 10 was listed in both the DWI Mails
Volume 3 and DAKA 1997 catalogs. Finding a cover
with this mark proved to be very elusive, and when an
inquiry was made, John DuBois replied that the Victor
Engstrom collection had the only known copy, and that
its use was in error. The letter shown here has a weak
mark. It was mailed in Peru and after passage through
Panama would have passed through St. Thomas in a
closed bag on the “Severn” that left Colon, Columbia
on 22 January 1876, and arrived in Southampton
18 February. This mark does not belong on DWI mail.
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The GB 2 87
mark was recently seen on a letter in
the Dr. Steven J. Berlin DWI Postal History Collection
sold in September 2011, and it was described as being
one of only two known letters.
Below is a list of three other covers, so there must be at
least four known covers with this mark.
The letter shown here mailed by G. Ferron, A. Mallet
company has a manuscript “S. Thomas 29 mai 1865”
inscription. It also has a red circled “X” mark on top of
the accounting mark, so it is likely the red mark negated
F
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the GB 2 87
mark. The French arrival cancel is 17
June 1865.
The DWI Study Group Newsletter 11 from 1991 showed a letter with a C. NUNES & GOMMEZ / ST. THOMAS cachet
that had arrived in Southampton on 13 July 1861, and it had a detailed explanation by Jeffrey C. Bohn.
F
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was the rate for unpaid letters from the West coast of Central and South America as well as other
The GB2 87
Pacific origins sent to France via the Panama route.
The Hagemann collection sold at Postiljonen Sale 160 in Sweden in 1996 included a letter also having the
SOUTHAMPON PACKET LETTER FEB 13 1853 cancel. The auction description stated: ”Only 1 cover known with
F
c
the GB / 2 87 canc. Acc. to Facit”.

The final example of a faulty accounting
mark is a cover canceled ST. THOMAS
JA 17/ 58, and in London it was first
marked GB/2F____, and then this was
negated with an oval obliterator cancel
F
C
followed by the correct GB/ 1 60 mark.

These Christmas seal original essays were contributed (in 2008) by Louise Winfield in Denmark who found these in
old family papers and thought they might be of interest to same Study Group members. The first three are
watercolors. She also found “several Pre-prints for the whole series 1907-1916”. She also included the following:
“The card contains two names (Ellen and Fr…. (I can’t read his handwriting), and a monogram with a central letter (H)
which might be a key to the name of who drew this – and maybe some of the other Christmas seals”.
They were submitted to Bruun-Rasmussen in Copenhagen for auction in 2008, and from left to right the auction
prices were kr 6,800; kr 7,300; kr 5,500; and kr 1,700.
Alan Warren donated a September 1995 Posthorn Supplement titled “Danish West Indies Postal Rates 1856-1917”.
It was originally published in Danish by Henning Mathiesen in 1981 in Nordisk Filatelistisk Tidsskrift and later
translated into English. It is 32 pages and Alan suggested it could be passed on someone interested in DWI philtely.
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The 3 Cents Pre-UPU Printed Matter Rate via German Ships vs. 2 cents and 3 Cents UPU Printed Matter (PM)
Rates. Collector love having a rare or unique cover, and when collections are prepared for exhibiting the degree of
rarity is included on the album page description. When these collections are offered for auction the album page
description is printed with the lot number, and this information is frequently accepted by the new owner.
In 1872 a 3 cents PM rate was established for DWI mail sent to Germany and Denmark on German ships, but the 3
cents rate was superseded by the UPU 2 cents rate when DWI became a UPU member. However, there was also a
special UPU 3 cents PM rate for material classified as “Patterns and Samples” and these covers are rare. The rarity
is compounded by the lack of DWI post office adherence to the UPU regulations. Much of the PM mail from St.
Thomas has no written indication that it is printed matter, though sometimes a handwritten “A card” provides a crude
PM designation. Many of these mailing were also sealed, another violation! I have one cover with both of these
violation, and it was in addition sent unpaid resulting in 10 cents postage due penalty. (The proper postage was 5 bit)
The two covers shown below are from the Arnold Sorensen collection. The 2 cent envelope + 1 cent stamp was
obtained several years ago, and in reviewing older auction catalogues several other letters that fit the “patterns and
Samples” category were located. Only one cover marked was correctly, and that is a local 3 cent postal envelope
mailed from St. Jan to St. Croix. The 2 cent envelope illustrated below shows that PM mail could be sent to Germany
at a 2 cents rate. Both covers are mounted on the same album page to demonstrate the normal 2 cents UPU PM
rate vs. the 3 cents “patterns and samples” rate.

According to the UPU, “Packets of samples of merchandise may not contain any article having a saleable value:
They should not exceed 350 grams in weight, or measure more than 30 cm in length, 20 cm in breath, and 10 cm in
depth, or if in the form of a roll 30 cm in length and 15 cm in diameter.
A list of foreign destination covers having three cents postage is given below together with the auction information
describing them in italics.
2 cents envelope + 1 cent stamp, St. Thomas 22/2/1888.
Lot 3104, Ørndorf collection auction in 2001.
“2 cents envelope + 1 c print 7 to Vejle, Denmark. Unique cover with 3 cents printed matter rate per German ship via
Hamburg to Vejle. Additional franking on 2 cents envelope, and the arriving postmark confirms the envelope was
open and unsealed. Certificate Møller”.
Sold at 8,750 kr +20%
2 cents envelope + 1 cent stamp. St. Thomas 6/12/1893. It is shown above.
2 cents envelope + 1 cent sta. St. Thomas 4/9/1894.
Lot 3108, Ørndorf collection auction in 2001.
“Additional franking on 2 cents stationery at UP postcard rate 3 cents (1.4.1879 -31.12.1901) from St. Thomas
4.9.1894 via German ship “Vulcan” via Hamburg to Stettin, Althaus. On the reverse noted “Offen und ohne inhalt
eingegangen” Probably only two similar known.
Sold at 3,100 kr + 20%
2 cents envelope + 1 cent stamp. St. Thomas 29/2/1896. To Bristol, England. Lot 16, Northland Auction May 2000.
There was no photo.
Estimated $125-175.
3 cents envelope. St. Thomas 20/12/1901. Dr. Roger Schnell collection
(Photocopy in the SCC Library).
“Full gum on flap. Only recorded example of “Patterns and Samples”, 3 cents rate. Envelope could weigh up to
50 g”. It was also marked “Cards only”.
3 cents envelope. Frederiksted 22/2/1897. To Guayaquil, Equador. Back flap unsealed. Arnold Sorensen
collection. The album page description is: “ Rare example of PM mail using a 3 cents envelope, likely because a 2
cents envelope was not available, and the ship was due depart. Also very rare PM mailing from St. Croix”.
In other words: I do not consider it to be a “patterns and sample mailing”.
( Cost $73)
It is mounted on the same album page as the two covers shown above.
There may be a few more examples in other collections, but they are rare. The Ørndorf Auction was by Thomas Høiland. The
catalogue had 330 lots with wonderful illustrations, and the auction catalog is a very good reference if you can find one.

